
Customer Reference

“As long-term users of AuditSolutions*, we have invested in SmartSync® to strengthen 
cooperation between our employees and enable them to work even more efficiently.
 
SmartSync® has changed the way we work together. Thanks to SmartSync®, it doesn’t mat-
ter whether we are at the client’s premises or want to resume work at a different time or in a 
different place. The solution synchronizes client files in real time from an auditor’s notebook 
to a server which is located centrally in the office. From there, changes are immediately 
transferred to all the other auditors’ computers. This means that I can review my colleagues’ 
work and, if necessary, comment on the audit results at any time while I’m at the office. 

Unnoticed by users, SmartSync® runs in the background and synchronizes the files as soon 
as an online connection to the server is available. We believe that SmartSync® supports the 
ongoing trend towards digitization in the field of auditing, changing the way we organize our 
workspace and working time, e.g. as far as telework and remote audits are concerned.”
SmartSync is a registered trademark of CaseWare International Inc. (www.caseware.com).
*AuditSolutions is a product by Audicon and comprises among other things the German version of CaseWare Working Papers, a registered 
trademark of CaseWare International Inc.

About Audicon
Audicon is the leading provider of software solutions, methodological and technical expertise, 
and services relating to all aspects of audit, risk, and compliance. The solutions are addressed 
to accountants and tax consultants, compliance and risk managers, and internal/external 
auditors as well as treasurers.
More information: www.audicon.net

SmartSync®: Strengthening cooperation and 
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Göken, Pollak und Partner Treuhandgesellschaft mbH is an auditing firm with more than 100 competent employees. Since 1892,  
Göken, Pollak und Partner, which is headquartered in Bremen and has offices in Chemnitz, Dusseldorf and Potsdam, has been auditing 
and advising over 500 clients. More information: www.gpp-treuhand.de
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